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BEFORE THE INSPECTION

APPOINT YOUR TEAM

CHECK YOUR RECORDS

You must have the following WRITTEN records:

The Food Safety Plan includes:

Subject matter experts. Identify individuals who can answer more detailed questions 

about plant operations and food safety activities.

Record-keepers. This person will know where all guidance documents and compliance 

records are kept and should be involved in keeping these records current.

Inspection escort. Each plant should have a high-level employee prepared to meet and 

escort the inspector. This person should be able to answer general questions about the 

plant’s operation and food safety activities and should know who in the plant is most 

knowledgeable about specific activities.

Team composition is discretionary. Yours might include:

High level officer or manager (CEO, COO) with ultimate responsibility for the Company’s 

FSMA compliance.

Preventive Controls Qualified Individual. 

Written hazard analysis identifying the biological, chemical, physical hazards that require 

a preventive control

PREVENTIVE CONTROLS RULE FOR HUMAN FOOD

Note that the number one problem FSMA inspectors say they encounter is a failure 

to properly identify hazards. Nail this, and you've taken a big step toward a 

successful inspection.

Establish plan for team members to contact one another when an FDA inspector arrives onsite and 

a plan to inform employees. 

Draft written descriptions of responsiblities for each team member. 

Provide to each member (and each new member, when added) a copy of written responsibilities, 

and policies and procedures expected to guide the team before, during and after an inspection.

FDA FSMA INSPECTION CHECKLIST
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The Food Safety Plan
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Process controls plan

Food allergen controls plan

Sanitation controls plan

Supply chain controls plan

Other controls (e.g. hygiene training or cGMPs)



The Food Safety Plan must be:

Written procedures for monitoring the implementation of preventive controls

Consider and document any design modifications needed to mitigate identified 

hazards

Written procedures for corrective actions when preventive controls not properly 

implemented or found ineffective

Written Preventive Controls appropriate to the particular facility and the food. There must 

be one for each plant and one for each food that requires a different process. 

The Preventive Control Plan must include:

Kept at the plant to which it applies for 2 years. Other records may be kept offsite as long 

as can be retrieved within 24 hours, but a Food Safety Plan MUST be onsite (can be 

electronic).

Signed by an owner or operator or agent of the facility.

Find here another key to success - sanitation control verification procedures are 

another common point leading to 483 letters

Written, revised and supervised by a Preventive Controls Qualified Individual. 

Re-evaluated after any unanticipated food safety problem arises (e.g. recall or valid 

consumer complaint). Revaluation must be documented and conducted or overseen by 

Preventive Controls Qualified Individual.

Revised every time there is a significant change in activities, products, processes and in the 

absence of change, re-evaluated at least every 3 years. Thoroughly document reanalysis. 

Recall plan

Written procedures for corrections discovered prior to any corrective action made 

necessary

Written verification and validation procedures
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Written supply chain program (part of supply chain controls, above)
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IMPORTANT NOTE 

A member of the team should be well prepared to explain the Food Safety Plan to the 

inspector. Practice!

This checklist does not address food for animals; however, note that if food is diverted to 

the animal food stream, there are certain controls that govern quality, handling and 

storage.

Records that document product testing

Records that document a supply chain program

Records that document environmental monitoring procedures and implementation (the 

third most common failure in inspections)

Records that document records review and reanalysis

Employee Training Records

Records relating to the Public Health Security and Bioterrorism Preparedness and Response Act 

of 2002

Ensure the Company's FDA registration is up to date (must renew registration every other 

year). 

Maintain records that identify all immediate "non-transporter" sources of ingredients.  
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"You must verify that the preventive controls are consistently implemented and you are 

effectively and significantly minimizing or preventing the identified hazards." 21 C.F.R. 

117.165

Note that certain records have specific time frames and must be made within a certain 

period after or at the same time as the procedure.

Records that document corrective actions

Records that document validation

Records that document verification of monitoring

Records that document verification of corrective actions

Preventive Controls Implementation Records. Make sure the following are up to date.

Records that document monitoring of the preventive controls

Records that document calibration of process monitoring and verification instruments
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OTHER MATTERS TO ENSURE A SUCCESSFUL INSPECTION

For products that you transport for others, records have to include names of the 

immediate previous source of the food and the immediate subsequent recipient, origin 

and destination points, date shipment received and date released, number of packages, 

description of freight, route of movement during the time food was transported and 

transfer point(s) through which the shipment moved. 

Product labeling records

Raw materials receipts records

Product distribution records

Product inventory records

Manufacturing records

Inspect toilets for cleanliness. This will likely be an inspector's first impression of the cleanliness of 

the plant.

Inspect the exterior of the building for overgrown vegetation (which may harbor pests); improperly 

disposed waste; working drains; toxic chemicals.

Customer distribution lists

Complaint and adverse event records
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Reportable food records

Recall records

Other records

Inspectors may request the following records, so you should ensure they are up-to-date and that 

the appropriate member of the team knows where to access them. Some are only available to 

inspectors for certain inspection reasons (see below), so do consult with counsel when a records 

request is received that goes beyond the Food Safety Plan, Recall and Labeling records.

Product test records

Maintain records that identify all immediate "non transporter" recipients of your products. 

 To the extent reasonable, record and identify the specific source of each ingredient that 

was used to make every lot of finished product. 
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INSPECTION DAY

WHEN THE FDA INSPECTOR ARRIVES

> Receptionist must notify Responsible Person

> Responsible Person should then notify the other members of the team

>

> Responsible Person should notify counsel

> Team greets FDA inspector and checks credentials

> Responsible Person reviews Form 482.

>

>

Inspect the location of chemicals - including cleaning products like sanitizing materials, even hand 

soap - to ensure none is near food preparation, storage or packing areas.

Inspect interior and exterior of plant to identify any signs of vermin; and guard against collections 

of bags, boxes, debris or any other items that may harbor pests.

The team (with or without Responsible Person) escorts the inspector through the facility for the 

initial walk-through. Escort should be able to answer general operations questions.

If you do not want photographs taken of the facility (remember that anything the inspector takes 

becomes public record), advise the inspector at this time. This issue may have to be discussed 

between counsel and the inspector.
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Segregate areas for employees' personal belongings from food processing, packing or storage areas 

and ensure such areas are kept clean, tidy and well-lit.

Regularly inspect water, plumbing supply and drains to ensure all are working properly.

Employees not on the "team" should be notified according to the preset plan and should be 

instructed / trained not to speak to the FDA Inspector without a member of the team present.
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DURING THE INSPECTION

>

>

> If Inspector notes a problem in the plant that can be rectified on the spot: DO IT.

>

> Responsible Person, Escort and SMEs should attend final "close out" meeting. 

> Receive and review "Establishment Inspection Report" (EIR). Ask questions about anything

you don't understand.

> If a 483 is issued, ask questions and consult counsel.

AFTER THE INSPECTION

> Notify FDA in writing if you disagree with any of the inspection observations.

Describe any corrective actions that you have taken or will take. Deadline: 15 Days

 Thoroughly document every corrective action

> If a Warning Letter is issued, it will make a formal demand that you correct any regulatory 

violations. You must respond within 20 days stating any disagreement and/or your 

proposal for bringing the facility into compliance.

> If an "Untitled Letter" issued, the Inspector found only minor violations. If you disagree 

with any findings, you may respond in writing.

If the Inspector notes a problem in the plant that cannot be rectified on the spot, describe to the 

inspector with specificity how you plan to correct the problem and in what timeframe.
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When Inspector requests records, request must be made on Form 482. Consult counsel if you have 

a question regarding what records should be disclosed and which should be withheld.

After the initial overview, Inspector carries out more substantive inspection. Subject matter 

experts should be available to answer operational questions. Responsible Person must be available 

to produce records.
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> If Inspector finds any violation "materially related to a food safety requirement" they will

re-inspect at your cost. You should discuss with the FDA the timeline for taking corrective 

action to come into compliance and try to come to an agreement about the re-inspection

date.



BE READY

 Conduct mock FSMA inspections periodically in each plant

 Regularly review your records to ensure all is in order

 Have monthly FSMA calls or meetings

 Contact counsel with any questions

Note that any second inspection is likely to be more comprehensive, more 

exacting and take longer than the first inspection. 
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